
Heritage Lead
Roofing
Sydney’s trusted lead roof experts

   www.heritageleadroofing.com



Our highly experienced lead roofing team at
Heritage lead roofing are rapidly becoming
Sydney’s trusted lead roof experts. The
dedicated lead roofers are all traditionally
trained in the dying art of lead roofing.

 Generations have passed down the knowledge
of this classic roofing technique. The team have
a combined roofing experience of over 30 years
passed down from generation to generation of
family members. We’re so confident in our lead
work it comes with a written 30-year warranty. 

About us...
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Feature Project
Sts Peters & Paul Old Cathedral, Goulburn
Welsh Slate, Lead &  Copper (Ongoing)



Lead is more cost effective over a long period
than any other man-made material.
Lead has proven to last over 100 years. No man-
made product comes close to this life-span.
Environmentally friendly. Independent studies
have shown that lead causes less damage to the
environment than its modern day man-made
alternatives.
It’s aesthetically-pleasing and surprisingly
beautiful without being too bold, making it an
under rated, yet graceful choice for any
property.
It’s Recyclability. In an age where sustainability
is of extreme importance, the recyclable nature
of lead is a significant asset.
It’s perfect for flat roofs and flashing. 
Everything can be made in house by our
specialist lead team.

Why choose Lead? 
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Feature Project
Bathurst Courthouse, NSW -  Galvanised Steel & Lead
Installs 



"Kyle and his team
performed an amazing
transformation that
attracts comments daily
from passers by and
visitors. Everything was
achievable - he went
above and beyond with
incorporating detailed lead
roofing, slate tiling and
copper spines and gutters,
all working together
perfectly."

- Malcolm Day, Balmain Project 



"The end result is
spectacular, a talking point
in our neighbourhood and
has made our family
immensely proud. This has
been a challenging feat in
that utmost attention to
detail and skill as been
warranted to achieve a
harmonious and elegant
marriage of new and old."

- Tania Grippi, Woolwich Project



New lead roofs
lead flashings
lead box gutters 
lead roll top ridge and
all other aspects at
competitive rates.

We offer a cost effective,
long lasting lead roofing
solutions including:



Lead Ridges
The many lead features installed by our team 
 perfectly compliment the beautifully warm
natural colour of a cedar shingle roof.  Two
materials that now lay perfectly in harmony. How
about the view to go with it!

Brilliant stuff. 



Lead Flashings

In house custom lead detail flashing made for
this newly restored turret at the Presbyterian’
Ladies College (PLC) in Croydon. A beautiful
restoration job that is now depicted as the focal
point of the school.
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Feature Project
The Sussex Hotel, Sydney CBD  - Lead & Copper Installs



Lead Turrets
A special job for Newcastle East Primary School.
A combination of Welsh slate & various lead
components restoring this beautiful heritage
building back to it’s former glory.
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Feature Project
Newcastle East Public School - Welsh Slate, Lead & Copper



Bull Nose

The dedicated lead roofers are all traditionally
trained in the dying art of lead roofing. Generations
have passed down the knowledge of this classic
roofing technique. 

The team have a combined roofing experience of
over 20 years passed from generation to
generation of family members. 

Here’s a lead bull nose to help add & restore to the
original metal roof on this traditional standing
home in Woolwich.
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Feature Project
The Womens Hospital on Crown - Lead & Copper Installs



Lead Concave 
Lead roofs and flashing have added
prestige to buildings for centuries
and still add a touch of first class
roofing that no modern material can.
Here’s a great example of the
beautiful contrast between lead,
slate & Copper in Balmain.
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Feature Project
NAVY Base, Sydney NSW - Welsh Slate, Lead & Copper
installs. 



Location
20 Ethel Avenue, Brookvale 2100

Email 
kyle@heritageleadroofing.com

Mobile
0451 399 226 

Website
www.heritageleadroofing.com

Socials
https://linktr.ee/heritageslateroofing.com.au

Contact us today
for your free lead
roof report...


